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7. TEACHING AS PERFORMANCE

INTRODUCTION

This chapter takes up the suite of policies that reflect a growing determination
of national governments to manage university teaching as a mechanism for
building the alignment between higher education and the economy. It examines
the policy trajectories of higher education systems in targeting teaching
within quality assessment and funding mechanisms. These mechanisms produce
what Stronach, Corbin, McNamara and Warne (2002) call an 'economy of
performance'. that attends selectively to those aspects most readily made visible
and measurable and, at the same time, re-orients the field from 'teaching' to
'learning' .
Universities are differentially funded in relation to the assessment of their
teaching performance; in response universities shape policy to optimise their share
of the funding mechanism, which in turn affects certain aspects of the work-life of
university teachers. Performance-based funding produces scripts for the selffashioning of individual academics as well as for universities required to compete
with each other in national quality leagues tables. At the same time, the daily
work of teaching remains a complex matter of negotiating competing claims for
attention within what Stronach et al. term 'ecologies of practice', which involve a
complex of 'professional dispositions and commitments individually and collectively
engendered' (Stronach et aI., 2002, p. 109).
We seek in this chapter to contribute to an analysis of the effects of performancebased funding on the history and practice of teaching in the university. We do so
by telling a particular kind of history within one national higher education
system: that of the policy trajectory of the Australian Leaming and Teaching
Performance Fund (LTPF). We situate the LTPF text within its particular
discursive history and subject it to a series of re-readings to explore its workings
in relation to the contemporary modes of governance of the university. This is not in
order to argue that policy shapes practice in any simple or linear fashion, but
rather that the policy story is an extraordinary and persistent one with respect to
teaching as a site of investment and control. At the same time we argue that,
while teaching may have been readily requisitioned for knowledge economy
discourses and strategies, it still exceeds the parameters of audit measurement.
We argue that teaching can be usefully understood as 'tactically polyvalent' in
Foucault's (1990) terms: symbolically powerful and endlessly available for redefinition.
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